High boundary tones in spontaneous Southern Swedish.
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Our study investigates the relationship between intonation and discourse structure in spontaneous narratives in Southern Swedish. Swedish uses intonation both lexically and postlexically. On the lexical level, two word accents are distinguished, accent 1 and accent 2. There is a systematic variation between dialects in the realization of word accents, described within the dialectal word accent typology (Gårding 1977). Tonal contours in Swedish are composed of lexical tones, prominence tones and boundary tones. There are systematic differences between dialects in the realization (alignment and association) of these tones. Southern Swedish has following composition (adapted from Riad 2006):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accent 1</th>
<th>Lexical tone</th>
<th>Prominence tone</th>
<th>Boundary tone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accent 2</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Association of the postlexical tones depends on syntactic and information structure. Postlexical intonation has been best described in Central Swedish, while Southern Swedish has received very little attention in the literature. It has been proposed that Southern Swedish has rather weak tonal cues for focal accentuation showing little difference from basic accentuation patterns (Bruce 2007). Our study is, to our knowledge, the first one that treats Southern Swedish spontaneous speech and investigates accentuation and phrasing in connection with discourse structure. We concentrate on right boundaries and show that their functions and distribution can only be explained in connection to discourse structure. The material consists of 12 spontaneous narratives spoken by six speakers in pairs (three females, three males between 20-30 years of age). The narratives are of two different genres, retelling a movie/picture story and telling about an everyday activity (e.g. cooking). The recordings were analyzed by using three levels, Topic (what the proposition is about) and Comment (information about the Topic), New and Given status of referents, and, finally, prosodic transcription of boundaries and most prominent accents. In the final step, all three levels are compared to determine the connection between them.

High, right-edged boundaries are strikingly frequent in the material. Based on phonetic evidence we differentiate between H\% and LH\% boundaries. These boundary tones are realized on the last sonorous segment in a word. In monosyllables with prominence tone it gives (L) H LH\% and (L) H H\% contours. In polysyllabic words H\% often results in a high plateau between H and H\%.

The high rising terminals could be described as uptalk which is more and more typical for younger people, and we do suppose that we are dealing with uptalk in many cases in our material. However, LH\% and H\% seem to have different functions, and these functions are connected to discourse structure. H\% has a connector function with the following content. LH\% occurs when a new Topic is introduced. Old Topic does not usually get LH\%, although it may be possible for new referents to receive a LH\% tone in a Comment. It is still under investigation whether both boundary tones can have focal function in some contexts (such as new referents in a Topic or Comment).

Southern Swedes have thus to incorporate high boundaries to the prosodic system with an already rather high phonological load of high tones.
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